April 17, 2002

HAI DOAN  BOB MERRYMAN
CHESTER FERGUSON  JOHN MOREHEAD
MABEL LAI  BARBARA VANDEN BORRE

Re:     Release:           1407
        Reference Release:      1400
        Service Request:        14863
        Error Reports:         1788
        Programs:              PPP400, PPTAXEDB
        CICS Programs:          PPWETAX, PPWITAX, PPRCOPT1, PPRCOPT2
        Copymembers:           None
        Include Members:       None
        DDL Members:           None
        Bind Members:          None
        CICS Maps:             None
        Forms:                None
        Table Updates:         None
        Urgency:              Urgent (See Timing of Installation)

This release addresses the following Error Report:

**Error Report 1788**

Release 1400 assigned the EIC Maximum Payment Amount, EIC Earnings Limit -1, and Earnings Limit – 2/3 to three new system parameters (27, 28, and 29). However, those three parameters were already in use as of Release 1246 (Surepay Statement Privacy). This conflict occurred due to an unfortunate administrative error that failed to mark these three parameters as having been taken for use by Release 1246, so they appeared as "available-base" on the PPS Base Parameter Table and were thus chosen for assignment by Release 1400. Thus, the existing values in system parameters 27, 28, and 29 for the Surepay Statement Privacy were overlaid with values assigned for the EIC Maximum Payment Amount and the EIC Earnings Limits.

To correct the problem described above, system entries 87, 88, and 89 are selected for the assignment of the EIC Maximum Payment Amount and EIC Earnings Limits, and the programs listed above have been modified to reference the new system entries:

**Programs**

PPP400

This program has been modified to reference System Parameter entries 87, 88, and 89.
This program has been modified to reference System Parameter entry 87.

**CICS Programs**

**PPWETAX, PPWITAX**

These CICS programs have been modified to reference System Parameter entries 88 and 89.

**PPRCOPT1, PPRCOPT2**

These CICS programs have been modified to reference System Parameter entries 87, 88 and 89.

**Table Updates**

**System Parameter Entries 87, 88, and 89 (for EIC Maximum Payment Amount and Earnings Limits)**

Use the transactions inPAYDIST.R1407.CARDLIB(PRMPROD), or key from the provided facsimiles UPAY559 form. These transactions may be used both for testing and production, with the approval of your campus Payroll Manager.

**System Parameter Entries 27, 28, and 29 (for Surepay Statement Privacy)**

Those campuses who have already installed Release 1400, local system parameter update transactions for **Release 1246** must be processed into the System Parameters Table as well

*Update the DB2 production tables by executing program PPP851 for Table 01.*

**Test Plan**

A test plan is not provided with this release. Campuses should use the test plan provided in Release 1400.

No test data are provided in this release. Campuses should use the existing test data already provided in Release 1400.

*It is noted that existing datasets PAYDIST.R1400.RCSTORE and PAYDIST.R1400.UDB2CTL have been updated to contain EIC related values in System Parameter Entries 87, 88, and 89, and Surepay Statement Privacy related values in System Parameter Entries 27, 28, and 29. Campuses should obtain the current data in these two datasets prior to starting the test.*

**Installation Instructions**

Installation Instructions are provided as a separate document.

**Timing of Installation**

The installation of this release is Urgent.

*For those campuses who have already installed Release 1400 into production, this release must be installed before the next scheduled run of the Compute Cycle for April Earnings.*

*For those campuses who have not yet installed Release 1400 into production, download (FTP) the objects from Release 1400. Immediately after, objects (COBOL, CARDLIB, and HELPSCRN) from Release 1407 should be downloaded (FTP) and replace like objects in Release 1400.*
If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Jackson.Quan@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0464.

Jackson Quan

cc: Jim Dolgonas
    Jerry Wilcox